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“Legacy: a Faculty and Alumni Showcase” is a selection of artworks by
three graduates of Albright College and Dr. Richard Hamwi, who teaches art
at the school. Fifteen works in all, the exhibition is installed in the project
room of the Freedman Gallery through April 14.

An artist and educator his whole life, Hamwi's prominence at Albright is felt
by many of his students pursuing careers in drawing, watercolor and
collage. Hamwi is credited in this exhibition by three of his former students
for the positive influence his teaching has on their professions; this is
demonstrated by the pairing of recent work completed during his fall 2018
sabbatical with work from the alumni.

Included in the show is work by Madison VanDuren (Class of 2018),
Raymond Reyes (Class of 2016), and Adrienne Marie Brendlinger (Class of
2007), whose continuing artistic practices have benefited from Hamwi's
tutelage.

The five medium-sized pieces by Hamwi are all abstract, with curious
illations to landscape and the elements. One may get the impression of
dramatic horizontal motion, such as rushing currents or roaring wind
moving in every direction. All watercolors and ink, the pieces are completed



on Yupo, a form of plastic, semi-absorbent paper that allows for a lush,
filmy surface texture.

Paintings such as “Hills Creek” and “Autumnal View” are turbulent
expressions in coordinated color, especially the stark white-blue slashes in
the former and the swirling illusions of orange, green and gray in the latter. I
received a sense of the Midwest for some odd reason.

From the exhibition brochure, Hamwi states: “My approach to painting
explores themes derived from nature and experience. Each image evolves
from a feeling or concept which asks to be communicated visually. My
primary visual concerns are the relationships among shape, tone, color and
texture. It is interaction of these elements that is the focal point in my work.

“I also find inspiration in the work of other artists as the result of the
originality of the image, the sense of color, the formal clarity, the
calligraphic expressiveness or the compositional structure. As a teacher, I
find that there are times when my students' artwork is inspiring as well. That
I maintain a sense of adventure is central to the life of my work. I find
challenge and joy in creating images that may imply sources of inspiration,
such as landscape, architecture, music and poetry.”

Each of the grads has moved on to careers, in education, administration and
self-promotion, giving thanks for the lessons learned in Hamwi's class.
VanDuren's adept renditions of fish, “Bluegill,” touts her skill in using wet-
on-wet watercolor, while Reyes' digital piece “Anxiety” adapts brilliant color
and inventive form to activate his underground comic book style.
Brendlinger's “Lily Rose” gives us a sensitive facial close up of a toddler,
eyes wide, mouth open in surprise.

For the second time now, the Freedman Gallery has incorporated the work
of art students alongside the work of a professional; I'm recalling the Brett
Weston photography show of a month or two past. A good idea, probably,
to see what it takes for students to make with their hands what they see in



their heads.

Contact Ron Schira: life@readingeagle.com.

If you go

What: “Legacy: A Faculty and Alumni Showcase.”

Where: The Freedman Gallery of Albright College Center for the Arts, 13th
and Bern streets.

Hours: 9 to 5 daily.

For more information: Call 610-921-7715 or visit
www.albright.edu/freedman.

In galleries

Reading Eagle correspondent Ron Schira's must-see picks in regional
galleries this week:

“Legacy, a Faculty and Alumni Showcase,” Project Room, Freedman Gallery
of Albright College, 13th and Bern streets, through April 14.

“Farm to Table,” Studio B, 39A E. Philadelphia Ave., Boyertown, through
March 12.

Judith Modrak's “In the Garden of the Mind,” at New Arts Program, 173 W.
Main St., Kutztown, ends today with a closing reception at 1 p.m.

“Fabric of America” by Michele Byrne, Alvernia University Miller Gallery,
Francis Hall, 400 St. Bernardine St., extended through March 15.

Berks Art Alliance Members Show, Yocum Institute for Arts Education, 3000
Penn Ave., Spring Township, through March 15

“Fragile Beauty: Contemporary Glassworks” by Will Dexter, Freedman

https://www.albright.edu/about-albright/buildings-facilities/center-for-the-arts/freedman-gallery/


Gallery of Albright College, 13th and Bern streets, through April 14.

Vince Burke's photography and Richard Frederick's sculpture, Say Cheese!
Restaurant, 600 Penn Ave., West Reading, through March 31.

“Dutch Golden Age: Prints by Rembrandt and Contemporaries,” Reading
Public Museum, 500 Museum Road, through May 5.

Robert Seabourne's “Visual Legacies,” Art Plus Gallery, 604 Penn Ave.,
West Reading, through today.

Works by Berks County Intermediate Unit at GoggleWorks Cohen Gallery,
201 Washington St., through March 10.


